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The Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) experiment at the South Pole is designed to detect the radio
signals produced by ultra high energy cosmic neutrino interactions in the ice. There are 5
independent ARA stations, one of which (A5) includes a low-threshold phased array trigger
string. Each ARA station is designed to work as an autonomous detector. The Data Acquisition
System in all ARA stations is equipped with the Ice Ray Sampler second-generation (IRS2)
chip, a custom-made, application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) for high-speed sampling and
digitization. In this contribution, we describe the methodology used to calibrate the IRS2 digitizer
chip and the station geometry, namely the relative timing between each pair of ARA antennas,
deployed at 200m below the Antarctic ice surface, and their geometrical positions in the ice, for
ARA stations 4 and 5. Our calibration allows for proper timing correlations between incoming
signals, which is crucial for radio vertex reconstruction and thus detection of ultra high energy
neutrinos through the Askaryan effect. We achieve a signal timing precision on a sub-nanosecond
level and an antenna position precision within 10 cm.
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1. The ARA Instrument

The study of ultra high energy (UHE) neutrinos (neutrino energy, �a > 1017 eV) is intriguing
as they carry exclusive information about the ultra high energy cosmic rays. Several ongoing
experiments such as the IceCube [1], ARA [2], ANITA [3], ARIANNA [4], and also the RNO-
G [5], currently under construction at Greenland, aim to detect ultra high energy neutrinos.

The Askaryan Radio Array is designed to detect in-ice UHE neutrino-induced particle showers
through the Askaryan effect [6]. ARA is located a few kilometers grid-west of the geographic South
Pole in Antarctica, next to the IceCube experiment. Currently, there are 5 ARA stations (A1-A5)
deployed with a spacing of 2 km between them, to maximize the effective area at �a > 1018 eV.
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Figure 1: Left: A schematic of the electronics and instrumentation in an ARA station; “FO” stands for the
fiber-optic transmitter. Right: The components of the down-hole signal chain on each string in the ARA
stations and the surface Data acquisition system of the ARA stations. Images are taken from [2].

Each ARA station comprises 16 antennas, deployed at the bottom of four 200m deep, vertical
holes on 4 "measurement strings", with each string comprising of 2 VPol, and 2 HPol antennas
(Fig. 1, left). The VPol and HPol antennas, capable of recording data in the range 150MHz-
850MHz, are used to detect vertically-polarized and horizontally-polarized radio frequency (RF)
signals respectively [2].

In addition to the 16 receiver antennas, each ARA station is equipped with 2 extra strings,
known as the "calibration strings", deployed at the same depth as the 4 measurement strings, and
located at a distance of about 40m from the core of the station (Fig. 1, left). Each calibration string
contains two transmitter antennas, one HPol, and one VPol both emitting broadband RF pulses, or
continuous RF noise for in-situ calibration of station geometry and timing.

2. The ARA Digitization System

The RF signals, recorded by the ARA antennas in the ice, are first filtered by a bandpass and
notch filter to remove South Pole Station communications [7]. The filtered signals are then amplified
and transmitted to the surface throughRF over Fiber that providesminimal signal attenuation (Fig. 1,
right). At the surface, signals are again filtered and amplified before they are split into two paths,
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to the triggering system which is mounted on the Triggering Daughter board for ARA (TDA), and
to the digitization system which is mounted on the Digitizing Daughter board for ARA (DDA)
(Fig. 1, right). Both the TDA and DDA boards are mounted on the ARA Triggering and Readout
Interface (ATRI) which provides all logic for the data acquisition systems in a single Spartan-6
FPGA (Fig. 1, right). The ARA triggering system determines whether a signal should be recorded,
based on whether the signal is registered on 3 out of 8 antennas of the same polarization. A signal
that passes a triggering condition is recorded in the digitization path (Fig. 1, right).

3. Calibration of ARA Station 4 and 5 Digitizers

The input RF signal is sampled at a speed of ∼ 3.2GS/s by the Ice Ray Sampler second-
generation (IRS2) digitizer chip. IRS2 is a custom-made, application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC), providing high-speed digitization at low power consumption (∼ 20mW per channel). The
ARA digitization system consists of 4 IRS2 digitizer chips (DDA0-DDA3) with 4 channels per chip
to sample the input data. Prior to the data analysis, proper calibration of all 16 channels of the IRS2
digitizer chips is essential.

The IRS2 chip stores the input signal via the Switched Capacitor Array (SCA), consisting of
128 sampling capacitors per channel, equally divided into 64 even and 64 odd samples on two
delay lines [8]. The SCA utilizes finely tuned 128 delay elements per channel to set up a sampling
sequence of the input data. However, these delay elements can have offsets of several 100 ps due to
the variation in the chip fabrication [7]. These offsets can disturb the timing of the sampled input
waveform, thus, adding high frequency noise components and making the waveforms less precise
for further analysis. Hence, we need to correct these timing offsets (or "jitter") for individual 128
sampling capacitors per channel of the digitizer chip.

3.1 Timing Calibration

For both timing and amplitude calibration (Sec. 3.2), pre-deployment sine waves of several
amplitudes and frequencies (200MHz-800MHz) have been generated in runs of about 4000
waveforms with an external waveform generator and fed to the IRS2 chip, mounted on a DDA.
The instrument has been kept at −50◦ C to emulate the operational conditions of polar ice. We use
these calibration data sets to correct the individual timing offset of 128 sampling capacitors per
channel in the A4 and A5 stations. We briefly describe the timing calibration process below.

1. Each waveform in a given calibration data run is fitted to a sine wave and the fit frequency is
compared to the known input frequency ( 5� ) of the calibration data, chosen at 218MHz for
this work. We histogram the fit frequencies, obtained by fitting all waveforms in a calibration
run to sine waves of input frequency 5� . Using the average fit frequency ( 50E ), we scale the
average time step between samples by the ratio ( 50E/ 5� ).

2. We determine the timing offset or jitters which is the difference between the recorded time
and the expected time, for each of the 128 sampling capacitors and correct the input event
time array by adding the timing offset for each sample to the original time step of that sample.
We iterate this correction several times until the correction factor converges.
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In the 1st iteration, we find that the timing offset for each even sample (Fig. 2a), and each odd sample
(Fig. 2c), is widely spread around the center at 0 ns. This spread is expected, since the timing offset
is only determined in this step, and not yet corrected.

Typically, after 5-6 iterations, we obtain a stable precision in timing for all 4 channels of each
DDA in both A4 and A5 stations. The final jitter histogram for all 64 even samples and all 64 odd
samples in channel "0", DDA0 of ARA station 4 is shown in Fig. 2b and Fig. 2d respectively. We
find that the final timing jitter is centered at 0 ns for all 128 sampling elements, expected from a
proper timing calibration. We obtain similar results for the A5 station.

The observed spread and bimodal behavior (Fig. 2b), present prominently in the even samples is
related to a non-linearity in the voltage (Sec. 3.2) of the respective sample [8]. We also observe that,
this non-linearity and asymmetry increase with the increase in channel number. The performance
of the chip worsens as the channel number increases, as not only the even samples but also the odd
samples show bimodal behavior in higher channels of the chip, in particular in channel "3" of all
IRS2 digitizer chips in both A4 and A5 stations.
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Figure 2: Top: The timing corrections for 64 even samples in BVPol (channel "0", DDA0) in the A4 station,
a) before timing calibration is performed, and b) after timing calibration is performed. Bottom: The timing
corrections for 64 odd samples of the same channel in the A4 station as in the top panel, c) before timing
calibration is performed, and d) after timing calibration is performed.

3.2 Voltage Calibration

In addition to the timing corrections, the ADC-to-voltage conversion factor needs to be
determined for all 32-k storage capacitors in each channel of the IRS2 digitizer chips. Each
channel of the IRS2 digitizer chip has 32,768 storage cells which are further subdivided into 512
blocks. Hence, each of these 512 blocks has 64 storage cells that store the input RF data. For voltage
calibration, the timing-corrected calibration data are used as input. We fit each timing-corrected
waveform from a chosen pre-deployment calibration run of known input amplitude to a sine wave,
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keeping the frequency and the phase of the waveforms as free parameters, and predict the input
voltage for each ADC point. In the next step, we histogram all ADC points and the corresponding
input voltage points for each 32-k storage sample to have a statistically significant collection of data
points per storage cell to find the ADC-to-voltage conversion factor.

For each A5 digitizer channel, the collected data are first separated into bins of 30 mV, and the
average data point per bin is obtained. The averaged points are then fitted with a broken polynomial
fit of order 3 (Fig. 3, left). This method is applied to all 32-k storage cells per channels of the
A5 digitizer. The same fitting procedure has been previously implemented in the case of two
ARA stations (A2 and A3) to account for the non-linearity and bimodal behavior observed in some
samples of the chip [8].
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Figure 3: Left: Collected data (black points), averaged data (red points), and a broken 3rd order polynomial
fit. The purple line shows the positive half of the broken fit, and the blue line shows the negative half of
the broken fit, for one storage sample in a BVPol channel (channel "0", DDA1) in the A5 station. Right:
Calibration data (black points) with errors (blue lines) and the linear fit (red line) to the data points, for one
storage sample in a BVPol channel (channel "0", DDA1) in the A4 station.

For A4 digitizer channels, we find that a linear fit between ADC and voltage points without
averaging them can render results similar to the results obtained with the polynomial fit in case of
the A5 digitizer channels. This linear fitting method involves two iterations. In the first iteration,
we fit the ADC to the input voltage points and find the fit parameters as well as the residual for each
input voltage point per sample. In the next iteration, we re-fit the ADC and the input voltage points
per sample with a linear fit and the error, estimated from the maximum residual for that sample.
This method is applied to individual storage cell to find the ADC-to-voltage conversion factor for
all 32,768 storage cells in each A4 digitizer chip (Fig. 3, right).

We determine two separate j2/#��, i.e, j2
?>B/#�� and j2

=46/#�� for the positive and the
negative half of the broken fit respectively for each storage sample in A5 digitizers (Fig. 3, left) and
the j2/#�� for each storage sample in A4 digitizers (Fig. 3, right). It is observed that a randomly
chosen storage sample from any of the 512 blocks normally behaves in a very similar manner as
the sample at the same position in the neighboring blocks [8]. Therefore, the fit parameters for
samples with the j2/#�� > 1 are discarded and the ADC-to-voltage conversion factor of the
sample with the same sample number in a neighboring block is taken, provided it has a j2/#��
value ≤1. In this way, we achieve a relatively stable voltage calibration in all channels of the A4
and A5 digitizers.
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3.3 Cross-check Calibration with Calibration Pulser Waveforms

To validate our calibration methods, we use physics signals from the calibration antennas
(Sec. 1) and perform two checks. First, we apply i) only timing corrections (Sec. 3.1), and ii)
both timing and voltage corrections (Sec. 3.2) on the input signals from the calibration antenna.
We compare the uncalibrated and the calibrated waveforms in each channels of the digitizers to
investigate the effects of calibration on the input RF signals (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Cross-check digitizer calibration with the uncalibrated (black), only timing corrected (blue), and
fully calibrated RF signals (red)
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Figure 5: The time delay between two VPol channels in (a) an A4 digitizer chip and (b) an A5 digitizer chip.

Next, we find the inter-channel time delay for all pairs of channels in A4 and A5 digitizers
using i) uncalibrated signal, ii) only timing calibrated signal, and iii) both timing and amplitude
calibrated signals. In Figs. 5a and 5b, we show the significant improvement in the precision of
the inter-channel time delay with the use of fully calibrated RF signals as input, for A4 and A5
stations respectively. These results validate our calibration methodology that provides precise
timing correlations between incoming signals.

4. Calibration of the ARA Station 5 Geometry

The final step in calibrating an ARA station is to determine the antenna positions within the
ice. Antenna positions must be known to within 5 cm so that the signals coherently sum across the
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Uncertainty Type Estimated Error How to Improve

Ice Model +/- 0.05 ns; additional
systematic offset larger than
statistical error

More precise measurements
of cable lengths and cables
speeds at cold temperatures
prior to deployment

Traditional ARA 5
Calibration Pulser time
delays

+/- 0.082 ns More identical antenna
impedances; better in situ
measurements; improved
digitizers

Phased Array
Calibration Pulser
time delays

+/- 0.03 ns None

Minuit Fit < 5 cm Orthogonal calibration
pulsers to find minimum
faster

Table 1: A summary of the precision obtained by each step of the ARA Station 5 Position Calibration

entire frequency band, which means that positions, usually surveyed to the meter, must be corrected
using calibration sources. Additionally, the ARA Station 5 has the added problem of needing
relative positions between every antenna, including both the traditional ARA strings as well as the
separate phased array string. This process involves simultaneously fitting the cable delays, antenna
positions, and ice model, which each carry their own approximate uncertainties. At present, only
ARA Station 5 has had its antenna positions fully calibrated; A4 is a work in progress.

There are four main sources of error in calibrating the station positions, laid out in Table 1.
The first is the ice model, which has typically been modeled using a depth-dependent exponential
model. There have been many attempts to measure the index of refraction of the South Pole
ice; to determine which measurement most accurately reflected the ice near ARA Station 5, the
vertical distance between the phased array antennas was assumed to be known exactly. This is
a reasonable assumption because each antenna is deployed with only 1-meter spacing, and each
position is recorded with centimeter precision. Using the phased array and a calibration source
at the SPIceCore hole about 4 km away, the predicted time delays from many ice models were
compared against the time delays measured by the phased array. The model that fit the data best
was an internal ARA model developed in 2016. One parameter of this model has been modified
further to obtain the best fitting model possible. At this point, the exact distance between the local
calibration pulser string and the phased array string has been also optimized and found to be 52 m.

The next source of error is the precision of the time delays for both the traditional ARA channels
as well as the phased array channels. The average error for an ARA station 5 channel pair is 82
ps; the average error for an ARA Station 4 channel pair is 90 ps. Both of these are less precise
than that of the phased array, which was deployed with a more modern digitizer and more identical
impedances on each channel, and obtained a 30 ps Gaussian spread around each of its calculated
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time delays. Finally, two separate Minuit fits have been used to calculate the relative location of the
deployed strings. ARA Station 5 is limited to only one local calibration pulser, which is not enough
to uniquely constrain the positions of the antennas. Instead, data from a SPIceCore calibration drop
taken in December 2018 is used as a secondary calibration source. The SPIceCore hole is also used
as the reference location, as its position is well-recorded and known with respect to other landmarks
such as the IceCube Lab building and the South Pole Station. Because the traditional ARA station
and the phased array trigger are technically two separate systems, the fit needs to be done in two
rounds: one with only the ARA channels, and another to fit the relative location of the ARA 5
strings with respect to the phased array. This relative timing is possible because one ARA channel
was split and sent into both A5 and the phased array, and can be used to line up signals seen by
both systems.

Using Minuit, each of the (x, y, z) coordinates of the antennas are found within 5 cm, based on
Hessian error functionality built into the Minuit program. This meets the requirements for antenna
position calibration, as a 5 cm window is small enough to allow signals with frequencies up to 1000
MHz to sum coherently.

5. Summary and Outlook

In this proceeding, we describe our calibration methodology for the ARA Digitization system.
We describe the calibration of the ARA station geometry and show the results for antenna delay
calculation for ARA station 5. Our calibration technique allows us to achieve proper timing
correlations between incoming signals, which is crucial for radio vertex reconstruction and thus
detection of ultra high energy neutrinos. We show that a signal timing precision of ∼100 ps and an
antenna position precision within 10 cm are achieved through our calibration methods.
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